
Construction Quest! 

Construction quest is an experimental board game, in which participants can 

build and destroy the playable board area, create their own action cards, player 

pieces, collectibles and even their own game-play modes in this all new fully 

customisable board game suitable for ages 8+. 

 

Default game mode 

Introduction 

The Game starts with a bare board, the players cannot progress at all until they have started 

constructing paths, which must initially link up to their player start surface area. 

 The default game objective of construction quest is to travel to the central 

square (the bank) and collect gems to be deposited back in the player start 

position, which also acts as an inventory. Only three gems can be carried at any 

one time.  

There are several alternative game modes for construction quest included at the 

end of this booklet. 

 Players can steal gems from each other if they land on the same board square 

(the second player to land on the square can steal the first players gems) 

 Players travel on “Active squares”, which are a light grey/bluish colour or have 

an image on them; black areas cannot be travelled on. 

 Players can build tiles anywhere on the board, rotated in any direction as long as 

they are in line with the square grid. 

This includes places where they are not touching any other active squares, and 

building tiles in this way can be used as a method of blocking other player’s paths 

 The game includes action tiles, which trigger an action upon being landed on by 

a player. These are identified by images (a pick axe for construction squares, a 

portal image for teleport squares, and cards for chaos card squares). 

 Players can deposit treasure from the centre square (bank) in any of the player 

start points, which gives them the opportunity to help friends or collect loot only 

for themselves. 

 Players can create additional pieces to be used as player pieces or alternatively 

as collectibles or obstacles during the game (Oven hardening clay included in 

box) 

 Chaos cards are another fully customisable aspect of construction quest. As well 

as the board 



Setting up the game 

Below is an image of the board before being set up. The central square is the bank area, and 

the four corner squares are player start spaces and inventories. The surrounding square grid 

is the empty board before pieces have been laid down. 

 

 

 

To begin, players must set up their start points: for example; If only two players are taking 

part, they can choose to have either one or two start points each (placing the “player one” 

and “player two” tiles on the corners of the board where they want them. 

 If there are three or four players, each participant gets one start point. 

 At the start of the game, players must place all the cards and board pieces face 

down and shuffle them so that no one knows what they will pick up. 

 

Travelling and constructing 

In default game mode, Players can only travel on horizontal and vertical paths, and cannot 

jump to diagonal squares. 

The first player rolls the dice to begin the game. Before the player rolls they must state 

whether they will use the move to build or travel.  

 If the player decides to travel, they can move as many squares as the dice instructs 

 Players can put down board pieces in any rotation (facing any direction) as long as 

they fit with the square board grid. 



 If the player decides to use the turn to construct a piece of board, the dice roll will 

determine which pieces they can lay down. 

 If the player rolls between 1 and 3, they can set down a four tile square (smaller 

board piece – See figure 2 below) 

 If the player rolls between  4 and 6, they can set down a nine tile square  (larger 

board piece – See figure 1 below) 

[1]           [2] 

 

Construction squares 

 
Construction squares (identified by the image above) are tiles on the board that players land on to 

grant them the opportunity to build or demolish any square on any part of the board (not including 

the player start positions) 

Teleport squares 

 
Teleport squares (see above) are pretty simple; when a player lands on a teleport square, they can 

travel to another teleport square anywhere on the board (optional).  

 

Chaos card squares 

 
Chaos card squares give the player an option of picking up a chaos card. Chaos cards are fully 

customisable action cards that players can create and use to personalise their game the way they 

want. 



Chaos cards 

The Chaos cards are another fully customisable aspect of construction quest. 

The way the cards work is flexible depending on how players want to customise their game, 

either players can write out their chaos cards before the game begins (recommended at 

least 20), or the cards can be created and put into play throughout the game, although it is 

recommended that at least five cards are written out initially. 

In this scenario, when a chaos tile is landed on, the player writes out a chaos card, puts it 

down in a separate pile of *completed cards* and pulls another from the completed deck to 

perform the action.  

Remember when creating your chaos cards to include an action or question and a reward or 

penalty for completing or failing the action. 

 

Here are some tips for creating your chaos cards: 

 Make a learning game – Write out math problems, Science questions, or trivia from 

famous literature. 

 Pop trivia cards - Write out pop culture questions. 

 Funny action cards – make your friends perform funny actions and dares to fulfill 

 Adults: Drinking game cards – Player must take a specific drink (?) incorporate 

actions from other drinking games such as waterfall and “all men drink” etc. 

Here are some tips for the actions associated with your chaos cards: 

Success (if player completes the chaos card action, answers the question correctly, etc) 

 Jump forward to the bank square 

 Add three pieces of treasure to your loot collection 

 Choose one other player to perform a penalty of your choice 

Failure (if player answers incorrectly to the chaos card question, or fails to perform the 

action on the card) 

 Drop all your loot and go back to your player start square 

 Miss out on your next turn 

 Give all the loot you are carrying to the next player to move 

 Funny penalties – e.g. dance around the table until your reach your seat again 

 

 

 

 

 

Question, action 

or dare goes at 

the top of the 

card (what the 

player has to 

do/answer once 

the card is picked 

up) 

Consequences go 

at the bottom of 

the card (actions 

to be performed 

on success or 

failure of 

question/action) 



Alternative game-play modes 

Construction Quest also has many additional gameplay modes, giving players a number of 

styles to choose from in their game. Players can also create their own game modes, and 

expand their board by purchasing the game expansions. Each extra player mode includes 

some of the rules from the default game such as the functions of the action tiles and chaos 

cards, and the objective of collecting gems/loot to win. 

 

 

Plunder and pillage mode 

Each player starts out with an equal share of the loot. 

Players must travel to other player’s bases, stealing their treasure and transporting it back 

to their own base. Player bases cannot be stolen from if the player is there. Also, players can 

steal from other players by landing on the same square as them. 

Players can only carry up to five pieces of loot at once until it is deposited in their own 

player start point. 

Players are gradually knocked out of the game as all of their loot has been stolen from their 

base. 

The player who manages to steal the most loot wins. 

 

 

Co-op team player mode 

Co-op team player mode is the similar to the default gameplay mode, except that it must be 

played by four players at least (more if players have a board expansion – available to buy 

separately). The players work in pairs to collect treasure and deposit it in each other’s start 

points. The winning team is the team to collect the most loot. 

Players can also control each other’s pieces (switch pieces at any time or play with only one 

piece to allow quicker movement) 

 

Reverse game mode 

In this game mode, players all start with an equal amount of loot, which they must transport 

to the central square. The first player to deposit all of their loot wins. 

Players can also deposit their treasure in other player’s start points to slow them down. 

Players cannot deposit their treasure in another player start point while that player is in 

their start point. 

Instead of stealing gems by landing on other people’s movement pieces, instead they can 

drop their treasure on this player (e.g. player 1 is on a square and player 2 then lands on the 

same square as player 1, player 2 can force player 1 to take their loot.  

If player 1 is already carrying the maximum amount of loot, this action cannot be 

performed) 

Crumbling bridge mode 



Players progress through any gameplay mode, but on entering a new piece of road, they 

must remove the last piece they travelled on from the board. 

This means the piece of tile they are standing on will be isolated from all previous pieces of 

board. Players can build the road several places in front of them, but once they have been 

walked on, they must be removed from the board and laid face down on the table until they 

are selected to build a new road. 

 

Build your own game mode 

Building your own game mode is another option for players of construction quest, all you 

need to do is get a pen and paper, think about how you can use the board and pieces and 

come up with your own unique game idea!  

Construction quest can double as a party drinking game for adults, and also as a great brain 

exercise for players of all ages. Here are some tips for creating your own game mode: 

 

 Players can only move diagonally (?) 

 Players must solve a math problem before every turn or be sent back to their home 

space (?) 

 Assign new roles and functions to player start tiles (?) 

 Create new collectible pieces or NPC’s to place on the board using the modelling clay 

included (?) 

 Extra players and bases can be added with the game expansions (available to buy 

separately) (?) 

Game expansions 

Look out for upcoming construction quest game expansion packs, including new types of 

board tiles, main board area extensions, additional clay for making pieces, and Chaos card 

booster packs. Make your game bigger, crazier and more challenging than ever! 


